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Our Goal

What:

deliver actionable and relevant 

insight about our people 

How:

in a holistic, mature, innovative 

and transparent way 

Why:

to enable ONS achieve its 

strategic aims through a happier 

and more productive workforce

People 

Analytics
Predictive in all 

we doPeople Analytics in ONS November 2018



Offering the current position – workforce 
profiles

Explaining what’s happened in the past –
trend reporting

Predominately: Business as Usual

Workforce Reporting

Investigating why something has happened 
– root cause

Taking a data-driven view of what may 
happen next

Suggesting how the business can mitigate 
risk – or maximise opportunity

Predominately: Project Based

People Analytics

Prescriptive

Predictive

Descriptive

Diagnostic

Operational

Our Approach

People Analytics in ONS November 2018



From Manual Reporting to Automated 

Reporting



From Static and Manual Dashboards to 

Accessible and Interactive Dashboards

2. Modernise

Exc

el



From Reporting to Statistical and 

Predictive Analytics
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3. Mature

Exc

el

Word association and sentiment analysisSurvival analysis



Example of Predictive Analytics



Organisational health



Taxonomy of workforce capabilities 

and HR practices



Driving Evidence- the employee 

lifecycle



Next steps

• Analyse the employee lifecycle to identify key 

indicators

• Compile ten year trends and predictions

• Develop a rag status and heatmap of the 

health of the organisation



Summary

• Invest in building People Analytics capability

• Develop a planned approach

• Collaborate with Finance colleagues to 

purchase tools required

• Build analytical capability within HR Business 

Partner teams

• This has allowed us to talk the language of 

the business and guide people discussions 

and decisions



Summary

• Use predictive analytics to guide HR activities

• Once you achieve this level of maturity you 

can look to develop indicators to measure 

organisational effectiveness and health 



For further information

• ashley.flaherty@ons.gov.uk


